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Introduction

The geomagnetic field
▶ originates from the Earth’s

core and lithosphere,
▶ corresponding to the core

and crustal fields,
▶ and has also external,

dynamic contributions
▶ from currents in the

ionosphere and space,
▶ i.e. is affected spaceweather



ESA Swarm Mission
▶ 3 satellites in circular orbits,
▶ the lower pair A and C early in

2023 at ≈ 433 km height;
▶ ≈ 426 km at the equator,

≈ 455 km near the poles;
▶ but have now been pushed up

to ≈ 500 km,
▶ re-entry ∼ year 2032??
▶ this would be about 1.5 solar

cycles of magnetic field and
plasma data;

▶ Swarm B has also been pushed
up,

▶ still fuel stock, potentially lasts
longer.



SwarmPublications
An advice:
▶ before starting with the data
▶ read publications!

Web Page with all Swarm publications at
https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/missions/swarm/publications

https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/missions/swarm/publications
https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/missions/swarm/publications


Review of Ionosphere Science with Swarm

Open access review at https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11214-022-00916-0

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11214-022-00916-0


How to obtain Swarm data?

1. by downloading files with FTP or HTTP (browser), or
2. with a graphical UI at https://vires.services/, or
3. programmatically via a HAPI

https://github.com/hapi-server/data-specification interface, for example
using Python

https://vires.services/
https://github.com/hapi-server/data-specification
https://github.com/hapi-server/data-specification


Instruments



Swarm data types

▶ L1b:
▶ more or less as measured by each instrument
▶ in physical (SI) units,
▶ also S/C position and attitude,

▶ L2:
▶ products derived from L1b,
▶ example: sTEC and vTEC from the GPS receiver;

▶ Advanced:
▶ special data only available as file download,
▶ example: 16 Hz density estimates (faceplate);
▶ EFI ion velocity components,
▶ ASM burst mode.


